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the Sheikh go on a written guarantee that he would
behave himself in future.
A few weeks later I was in another up-river
regatta of a rather different kind, and had my first
experience of combined operations between Bedouin
Arabs and regular forces. The Turks had taken
alarm at our cutting-out expedition and had sent
down a small force to occupy Al Ain, a village just
upstream of Daraji. There they were joined by
Ajaimi Pasha of the great Sa'dun family, an Iraqi
who had taken a prominent part in the battle of
Shaiba and again in the defence of Nasiriyah when
it was first occupied by British forces. Ajaimi was
always spoken of with some awe by the Arab tribes-
men, some of whom hated him for the past mis-
doings of himself and his family, and others had
a sneaking fondness for him and would be quite
ready to join him again, as they did at Shaiba, if the
Turks seemed to be winning. Among those who
professed to hate him were the Bedouin tribes that
lived in the desert beyond Ur of the Chaldees, and
were based for supplies upon Nasiriyah. A certain
number of these tribes had chosen quite early to
throw in their lot with the infidel invader, whose
purse was well known to be bottomless, and whose
representatives were said to believe almost anything
they were told. Notable among these far-seeing
vultures of the desert was our friend Hamud as
Swet, chief of the Dhafir tribe, who had been re-
sponsible for the escape of the Sheikh of Daraji. His
tribal pasture lay along the stretch of the Euphrates
which was in British hands, and he thought it better
to keep in with us on that account. God alone
knew which side would ultimately be victorious*
The Turks had taken Kut al Amara, but British
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